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Introduction

Throughout its history, Russia has been a powerful but troubled 
country. Once the heartland of both the Russian Empire and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), Russia has endured 
numerous political and social upheavals. Despite these troubles, 
Russia has produced tremendous artistic and cultural 
achievements. It remains one of the most influential nations in 
Europe. The capital of Russia is the historic city of Moscow.

 

Geography

With an area of 17,075,400 square kilometres (6,592,800 square miles), Russia is the
largest country in the world. It spans 11 time zones from eastern Europe to the Pacific
Ocean and is nearly twice the size of either China or the United States.

Russia has the longest border of any country on Earth. It is bordered to the west by 
the Baltic Sea and the countries of Norway, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Belarus and 
Ukraine. The small Kaliningrad province, which is detached from the main body of 
Russia, borders on Lithuania and Poland. To the south-west of Russia are the Black 
Sea, the countries of Georgia and Azerbaijan, and the Caspian Sea. Kazakhstan, 
Mongolia, China and North Korea lie from west to east along the southern border. In 
the east and north Russia borders the Arctic and Pacific oceans respectively.

 

Surface Features

Russia lies partly in Europe and partly in Asia. The low Ural Mountains are 
considered to be the dividing line. Russia includes vast plains around the Arctic 
Ocean, huge evergreen forests and large areas of steppe and mountain lands.

 
European Russia is a broad plain broken by scattered uplands 
and hills. It stretches from the Arctic Ocean in the north to the 
region between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea in the south. 
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Part of the 
Caucasus mountain 
range stretches 
across 
south-western 
Russia.

The Yenisey River
cuts northwards
across the vast
region of Siberia,
in central Russia.
During the …

 

The Caucasus Mountains, which Russia shares with Georgia and 
Azerbaijan, form the southern border of the Russian Plain. The 
Caucasus ranges contain Mount Elbrus, which rises to a height of
5,642 metres (18,510 feet), and several other peaks of more 
than 5,000 metres (16,000 feet).

Asian Russia, east of the Ural Mountains, contains the region 
known as Siberia. The easternmost portion of Russia is bordered 

by the Pacific Ocean and is fringed by various mountain chains. The Kamchatka 
Peninsula in the far east contains numerous volcanoes.

 

Rivers and Lakes

Russia is crossed by more than 100,000 rivers. The most important river in European 
Russia is the Volga. Flowing 3,740 kilometres (2,325 miles) from the north of Russia 
to the Caspian Sea, the Volga is the longest river in Europe. It has long been a major
trade route.

 
Russia's longest rivers – the Ob-Irtysh, Amur, Lena and Yenisey
rivers – run through Siberia. All but the Amur flow northwards
into the Arctic Ocean. More than 300 smaller rivers flow into
Lake Baikal in south-central Siberia.

 

Plants and Animals

The climate of Russia varies widely from region to region, and the extremes of 
temperature and rainfall produce many kinds of plant life. The northernmost part of 
the country along the Arctic coast is a treeless, marshy region known as tundra. The 
poor soils of the tundra support only mosses, lichens and grasses. South of the tundra 
lies the taiga, a great expanse of mainly evergreen forests. The taiga stretches from 
the northern part of European Russia across most of the Siberian territory. In 
European Russia, the taiga gives way to mixed forests of evergreen and broad-leaved 
trees such as ash, spruce, hazel and oak. These mixed forests die out to the east with 
decreasing rainfall and harsher winters. Southern Russia consists of the steppe, where
oak and birch forests alternate with rolling grasslands.

Animal life in Russia varies according to climate and vegetation. Among the animals 
found in the tundra region are reindeer, Arctic foxes and musk oxen. The taiga is 
home to a number of fur-bearing woodland animals, including sable, squirrel, marten,
fox and ermine. Elks, bears, muskrats and wolves also live in the taiga region. 
Marmots, skunks, foxes and wolves are common on the steppe. Lake Baikal supports 
more than 1,700 species of plants and animals, two-thirds of which can be found 
nowhere else in the world.
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People

Russia is an ethnically diverse country. More than 70 distinct nationalities are 
represented among its people. Despite this great diversity, more than 86 per cent of 
the population is made up of ethnic Russians. Only two other ethnic groups, the 
Tatars and the Ukrainians, compose more than one per cent of the population.

Most of the population speaks Russian, a Slavic language written in the Cyrillic 
alphabet, as their first language. Russian is the country's official language, but more 
than 140 languages are spoken.

When Russia was part of the Soviet Union, all religious organisations came under 
attack by the government. As a result, the majority of the population officially 
belongs to no religious group. Of the people who are religious, the majority belong to 
the Russian Orthodox Church, a branch of Christianity. Muslims, or followers of Islam, 
are the next-largest group. Small minorities practise various forms of Protestantism, 
Judaism or Buddhism.

In the early 2000s about three-quarters of Russia's people lived in cities. The largest 
city is the capital, Moscow, with a population of more than eight million. Saint 
Petersburg, formerly known as Leningrad, has a population of more than four million. 
It was the capital of Russia from 1712 until 1917. Other major cities include Nizhny 
Novgorod, Novosibirsk, Yekaterinburg, Samara and Omsk.

 

Culture

Russian culture has drawn upon many regional and foreign influences. Among them is 
the folk culture that began with the earliest Slavic peoples of eastern Europe. Russia's
historical attachment to the Byzantine Empire can be seen in the magnificent 
onion-shaped domes on many Russian churches. Literature, music and dance have 
historically occupied the most prominent places in Russian cultural life.

While Russia's literary tradition dates back to the AD 900s, modern Russian literature 
arose during the 1800s. This period is known as the Golden Age of Russian literature. 
The great poets of that time included Aleksandr Pushkin, Mikhail Lermontov and 
Fyodor Tyutchev. The first Russian writer to become well known outside Russia was a 
novelist, Ivan Turgenev. The Russian novel reached its height in the late 1800s in the 
work of Leo Tolstoy and Fyodor Dostoyevsky. Other important figures of the Golden 
Age included the comic writer Nikolay Gogol and the short-story writer and playwright
Anton Chekhov. Maksim Gorky began publishing short stories in the 1890s and later 
became a leading writer of the Soviet period.

Modern Russian music developed in the 1800s. The most famous Russian composer is 
Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, who is best known for his stirring 1812 Overture. Important 
Russian composers of the early 1900s included Sergey Rachmaninov and Igor 
Stravinsky. Influenced by European dance, ballet also flourished in Russia in the 1800s
and 1900s. In 1909 Sergey Diaghilev founded the ballet company known as Ballets 
Russes, which became internationally famous.

 

Economy
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Russia's economy was once among the most powerful in the world. After the collapse 
of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, however, Russia experienced a sharp economic
decline. At the start of the 2000s Russia remained a very poor country with an old and
inefficient industrial base. Nevertheless, the country has potential for economic 
growth because of its tremendous and largely untapped reserves of natural resources.

 

Industry

Industry and construction are the core of the Russian economy. Major industries 
include the production of iron and steel, heavy machinery and machine parts, 
cement, chemicals, precious metals and vehicles.

Russia is among the world's leading producers of coal, oil and natural gas. It also 
produces large quantities of iron ore, nickel, chrome ore, tin and gold. Russia has 
the world's largest forest reserves, which supply timber, pulp and paper, and raw 
materials for woodworking industries.

The trade, finance and service industries are the fastest-growing sectors of the 
Russian economy. More than 40 per cent of the workforce is employed in these 
industries.

 

Agriculture

The harshness of the climate in Russia makes farming difficult. Less than
one-seventh of the country's land is suitable for growing crops or raising livestock.
The main product has always been grain – mainly wheat, barley, rye and oats. Other
major crops include potatoes, sugar beets, corn and sunflower seeds. Cattle, pigs
and sheep are kept as livestock. Because of its low agricultural production, Russia
has to import much of its food.

The fishing industry is very important in Russia because of the country's access to 
both the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Small-scale fishing takes place on the seas and 
inland lakes and rivers. Pollution and overfishing have hurt the industry.

 

History

Russia has been inhabited for more than 3,000 years. The first people to make a 
lasting impact were the East Slavs, who migrated to the area from eastern Europe. By 
the AD 200s they had begun to settle in the south-western part of what is now Russia. 
Ultimately they became the region's dominant group.

By the 800s warriors and merchants from Scandinavia had entered the territory of the
East Slavs. These Scandinavians are known as Varangians. In 862 the Varangian leader
Rurik established a dynasty to lead the region. The Varangians mixed with the Slavic
tribes and gave them the name Rus – the root of the country name Russia.

In 882 Rurik's relative Oleg occupied Kiev (now the capital of Ukraine). He made the 
city the capital of the territory, which became known as Kievan Rus. In 988 Vladimir, 
the grand prince of Kiev, converted to Christianity and joined the Byzantine, or 
Eastern Orthodox, Church. By the 1000s Kievan Rus was the largest state in Europe, 
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with some seven million inhabitants.

 

The Mongols

In the 1200s mounted warriors from central Asia known as Mongols, or Tatars, 
invaded and destroyed Kiev. The Mongols established a kingdom known as the 
Golden Horde along the lower Volga. During the period of Mongol rule two strong, 
separate Russian states evolved. Novgorod became the dominant state in western 
Russia. Muscovy, a principality centred on the city of Moscow, became the strongest 
power in the north.

 

Muscovy

In 1478 the Muscovite ruler Ivan III, also known as Ivan the Great, conquered 
Novgorod. Two years later he defeated the Mongols and made the Russian lands 
independent. Ivan IV came to the throne in 1533 and called himself tsar (emperor) 
of all Russia. He ruled until his death in 1584, earning the title Ivan the Terrible 
because of his cruel and violent rule. Ivan IV was succeeded as tsar by his son 
Fyodor. When Fyodor died in 1598 without leaving an heir, the Rurik Dynasty came 
to an end.

Boris Godunov, who had been Fyodor's guardian and made decisions on his behalf, 
became the new tsar. Godunov's reign began a period of political crisis in the 
Russian lands known as the Time of Troubles. For 15 years Russia endured power 
struggles, foreign invasions, peasant revolts and famine. This period of crisis ended 
with the election of Mikhail Romanov to the throne. He was the first ruler of the 
Romanov Dynasty, which ruled Russia until 1917.

 

Romanov Dynasty

Under the Romanov Dynasty Russia became one of the most powerful states in 
Europe. The Romanov rulers most responsible for Russia's rise were Peter the Great
and Catherine the Great. Peter's reign, which lasted from 1689 to 1725, is 
considered the beginning of the Russian Empire. He added to Russia's territory and 
introduced reforms aimed at making Russia as strong and advanced as other 
European nations. He organised a modern army and navy, reformed the government,
and built a new capital, which he named Saint Petersburg. Catherine the Great, who
reigned from 1762 to 1796, continued these modernising programmes. She also 
greatly expanded the size of Russia by annexing parts of Poland and by conquering 
other territories.

Later tsars instituted further reforms, but opposition to the monarchy grew over the
years. Nicholas II, who came to power in 1894, was the last of the Romanov tsars. 
He proved unable to control growing social unrest. In 1905 revolution broke out in 
Russia following Russia's devastating defeat in a war against Japan. Nicholas agreed 
to the creation of a parliament, or duma, and the establishment of a new 
constitution.

 

Russian Revolution
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In 1914 Russia entered World War I on the side of the Allies against Germany. After 
three years of disastrous losses, the Russian population rose up in revolution in 
March 1917. Nicholas II was forced to step down, and a temporary government was 
established. Nicholas and his family were exiled and later executed.

In November 1917 a group of radicals known as the Bolshevik Party seized control of 
the government. Led by Vladimir Lenin, the Bolsheviks established a Communist 
government. The new government withdrew Russia from World War I. Then the 
Bolsheviks defeated their opponents in a civil war that lasted from 1918 to 1920. 
(See also Revolution, Russian.)

 

Soviet Period

In 1922 the Bolsheviks established the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as a 
collection of republics. Russia, renamed the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist 
Republic, was by far the largest of the republics. It dominated the Soviet Union for 
its entire 74-year history. The Soviet period was marked by the rapid growth of 
industry and periods of extremely harsh rule, particularly under dictator Joseph 
Stalin. (For a detailed history of the Soviet period, see Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics.)

 

Post-Soviet Russia

In 1991 the Soviet Union collapsed, and the republics, including Russia, became 
independent countries. Boris Yeltsin was the first president of Russia. During 
Yeltsin's time in power Russia experienced frequent political upheavals and 
economic crises. The country also faced revolts from a number of ethnic-minority 
groups. The most notable of these revolts took place in the south-western region of 
Chechnya, which declared its independence from Russia in 1991. Russia fought a war
against the Chechens during much of the 1990s.

Despite these difficulties the Yeltsin era was marked by a number of important legal
reforms. The government greatly expanded civil rights, including freedom of the 
press and the freedom to form political parties. Yeltsin resigned from office at the 
end of 1999. He was succeeded by Vladimir Putin. Population (2007 estimate), 
141,378,000.

 

 


